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FOREWORD

The improvement of land mobility technology and the determination of future

requirements for the mobility of combat and suppor•. vehicles of the Army requires an

objective evaluation of existing and conceptual vehicles under various terrain, weather,

and climatic conditions. The development of the AMC '74 Mobility Model serves this

purpose. In this model various submodels simulate the interactions of man-vehicle-

terrain systems that determine the overall effectiveness of vehicles in combat and support

situations. The off-road performance of wheeled vehicles is computed in the areal

module of the AMC '74 Mobility Model where the available tractive force is calculated

from empirically established relationships on the assumption that the motion resistance

is independent of the driving torque. These relations are available only for either purely

frictional or purely cohesive soils.

At Grumman, driven and towed tire-soil interaction models have been developed

under earlier contracts with TACOM (now TARADCOM). These models are based on the

theoretical concept that soil behavior is characterized by its fundamental (Coulomb) strength

parameters and its reactions to tire loads can be determined by plasticity theory methods.

The tire-soil interaction models developed on this basis have been validated by test data on

a variety of tire sizes and soil conditions; the driven tire-soil model simulates tire per-

formance realistically by accounting for the interaction between driving torque and motion

resistance. These tire-soil interaction models are not restricted to purely frictional or

purely cohesive soils, and have, therefore, more general applicability than the empirical

relationships in the present Mobility Model. Thus, a vehicle model utilizing the tire-soil

models is called for to extend the applicability of the AMC-74 Mobility Model to cohesive-

frictional soils. The vehicle performance model, prepared under this contract, is de-

scribed in Section 2 of this report. Additionally, a braked tire -nodel has been developed

under the present contract to make the computation of braking performance consistent with

the vehicle performance model. Development of the tire-soil interaction model for braked

=onditions is discussed in Section 3 of this report.

The soil characterization by its Coulomb strength parameters in the vehicle per-

formance model allows the use of the model in practically all types of soils (including extra-

terrestrial conditions). Nevertheless, a large data bank exists where the soil properties
are characterized by cone index values. To use this information with the vehicle per-

formance model it is nvcessary to convert cone index values to Coulomb strength
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parameters. The differential equations of plasticity for soils, extended for the axially

symmetric case of'cone penetration, have been applied to this problem. A new method

that considers "locked in" stress states in the soil during the process of penetration has

been developed for the evaluation of the variation of cone penetration resistance with depth.

The results of this research are reported in Section 4.

I
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ABSTRACT

A mathematical model of 4x4 off-road vehicles has been developed for the

estimation of vehicle performance. The model uses the pneumatic-tire soil interaction

models developed earlier for driven and towed tires and incorporates Lhese as submodels

in the vehicle performance model. Vehicle-soil interactions, such as redistribution of

axle weights, due to the slope angle and applied torque, and effect of compaction by the

lead wheel are taken into account. The effect on various torque transfer mechanisms

between the axles is also considered. The computer program for the vehicle perform-

ance model nas been prepared as a subroutine with suitable arguments for use in the AMC

Mobility Model. The vehicle performance model can be used with any soil, the strength

of which can be characterized by its Coulomb strength parameters.

A braked tire-soil interaction model has also been developed for the estimation

of the braking force that the vehicle can develop under various soil conditions.

A new method of analysis of the variation of cone penetration resistance with

- depth has been developed. In this method incremental penetration is analyzed by assum-

ing that the stress state in the soil produced by the previous increment remains "locked

in." Cone penetration resistance profiles can be converted to Coulomb strength pararn-

eters by this method using a trial and error procedure.

I,
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1. SCOPE OF WORK

The scope of work as described in the present supplemental contract agreement

includes the following items:

o Development of a 4 x 4 vehicle performance model using the driven and towed

tire models developed at Grumman under earlier contracts. The vehicle

performance model should be suitable as an alternate submodel of the AMC '74

Mobility Model.

o Analysis of braking conditions in soft soils and development of braked tire

model to be used as an alternate of the total braking force computation

routine in the AMC '74 Mobility Model.

o Development of relationships for 4,,rious types of soils between fundamental

(Coulomb) soil strength parameters and the soft soil strength data required

as input to the AMC '74 Mobility Model.

II.
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2. TtE 4 x 4 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE MODEL

CONCEPT

For some time it has been recognized that the performance of single tires or rigid

wheels cannot be superimposed to obtain that of a wheeled vehicle, since there are inter-

actions among the individual running gears and the vehicle. Instruments of these interac-

tions are the soil, the power train of the vehicle, and its suspension system. This latter

affects vehicle performance primarily through its controlling influence on ride dynamics.

Since in the AMC '74 Mobility Model (Ref. 1) the effect of ride dynamics on vehicle per-

formance is considered in a separate module, interactions of the suspension system with

the running gear assembly have been disregarded in the development of the 4 x 4 vehicle

performance model. However, there are interactions between the two axles of a 4 x 4 ve-

hicle that are independent of the suspension. These have been taken into account in the

model development in the following way. The load distribution between the front and rear

axle, defined by the location of the center of gravity of the vehicle and force equilibrium

conditions, changes with the magnitude of grade and the applied driving torque. In the ve-

hicle model this interactive distribution of axle loads is taken into account by computing the

actual load on each axle from the equilibrium conditions for each value of the applied driv-

ing torque and slope angle.

In four wheel drive vehicles the type of torque transfer mechanisms affect the

torque distribution between the axles. A torque transfer coefficient incorporated in the

model allows the consideration of an interaxle differential (front and rear axle torques

are equal), no interaxle differential (front and rear wheels turn with same speed,

respective torques are different due to differences in axle loads), or any torque biased

transfer mechanism.

The soil is also an instrument of interaction between the front and rear axle. The

leading wheel compacts the soil and thereby changes the properties of soil that control

the performance of the trailing wheel. This effect is discussed in more detail in

Section 4.

The driven tire-soil interaction model developed under an earlier contract

computes tire performance for a given slip value. In the AMC'74 Mobility Model the

"slip modified tractive effort" of a vehicle is computed from the tractive force that the

power train of the vehicle can provide at full throttle at mtlmum, median, and minimum

2



speed in each gear. To make the vehicle performance model compatible with the AMC '74

Mobility Model it was necessary to make certain modifications in the general scheme of

computation of the earlier tire-soil model. This modified computation scheme provides

for the computation of the torques supplied by the power train and the determination of

the drawbar pull that this torque can develop. The slip associated with this torque is

also computed. With this modification the computer program for the vehicle perform-

ance model, prepared as a subroutine, is a self-contained alternate for the "lip modi-

fied tractive effort" calculation in the areal module of the AMC '74 Mobility Model.

Note that if strict adherence to the structure of the AMC '74 Mobility Model had
not been required, another, more economical, use of the vehicle performance model

could have been chosen for the determination of the maximum speed that the vehicle can

develop under the given terrain conditions. In the AMC '74 Mobility Model relatively

simple formulas are used for determination of the slip modified tractive effort, therefore,

its computation over the whole range of speed requires little computer time. The actual

speed is then determined from the slip modified tractive effort vs speed curve as the max-

imum at which the tractive effort required under the given conditions is available. The

4 x 4 vehicle performance model uses more elaborate theory and computer techniques for

determination of the tractive effort, therefore, savings in computer time could material-

ize with a different sequence of computations. In this sequence, the external resistances

In cros~ing a terrain unit would be determined first and the vehicle performance model

would be used only for the computation of torque necessary to develop an equivalent draw-

bar pull. The maximum speed of the vehicle would be determined from the computed

torque and power train data.

MODEL COMPONENTS

The main components of the vehicle performance model are the pneumatic tire-soil

interaction models developed for driven and towed tires under previous TACOM contracts.

Many computation schemes in these two tire models are common to both, therefore, the

computer programs for these two models were integrated in a single computer program

for use in the vehicle performance model. In connection with this integration, it was

deemed desirable to make a slight modification in the computation of tire performances

at low torque. In the driven tire-soil interaction model the interface shear stresses are

computed on the assumption that the interface friction angle, 8 , is uniform over the

Interface. This assumption is a reasonable one for relatively high torque values. In the

towed tire-soil interaction model the interface friction angle, 6 , is assumed to decrease

linearly from a 6 value at the entry angle to zero in the center of the contact area, and
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then to decrease further so as to reach - 60 at the rear angle. At low torque the interface

shear stress distribution is closer to that at zero torque (towed condition) than the distri-

bution assumed for driven tires. To avoid inconsistencies and abrupt transitions from

the zero torque to the low torque condition, the interface shear stress distribution at low

torque was modified so as to ensure a gradual transition from the low torque to the towed

(zero torque) condition. In the integrated tire-soil performance model, it was assumed

that at a torque value corresponding to 6 = 0.25 6 max the zero torque type distribution

(variable 6) startes to superimpose over the 8 = constant distribution. A gradual transi-

tion in the interface shear stress distribution from low torque to zero torque is thereby

obtained. Typical interface shear stress distributions resulting from these assumptions

are shown in Fig. 1.

DESCRIPTION OF VEHICLE PERFORMANCE MODEL

In the development of the vehicle performance model the variable names and other

designations of the AMC '74 Mobility Model were adhered to. Nevertheless, because of

the additional capabilities of the Grumman vehicle performance model it \-as necessary to

introduce certain new designations and input data information. These are as follows:

Vehicle Characteristics:

ITRSF = 0 No interaxle differential

1 Interaxle differential

= 2 Torque biased transfer case

TRQFAC = ist axle torque/total torque

It is recommended that this information on the vehicle power train characteristics

be included in the vehicle data sheet and vehicle preprocessor module of the AMC '74

Mobility Model.

Soil Characteristics:

IST = Designates a cohesive-frictional type soil

heretofore not included in the AMC '74

Mobility Model

COHES = Cohesion (psi)

PHI n Friction angle (degree)

GAMMA Unit weight of soil (lbs/cu in.)

SJ = Parameter Jo in sheai stress-slip equation

SK Parameter K in shear stress-slip equation

C4
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Shear Stress (Tr) Beneath a Tire Driven by a Small
I Torque Rusults from the Superposition of Shear Stt esses from

Uniform Interface Friction Angle (a) and for Towed Condition (b).



SFAC Parameter K. in the estimation of compactive

effect of leading wheel. If no value for SAFC

has been assigned, a default value of SFAC =

* 0. 9 is used.

It is recommended that these input data for cohesive frictional soils be included

in the primary terrain descriptor module.

The computer program for the vehicle performance model is writtez, as sub-

routine "TIRE" to be called from the AMC '74 Mobility Model as an alternate to the "Slip$ modified tractive effort" computation in the area submodule. Simple variable, constant,

and array designations and dimensions are identical with those used i the AMC '74

Mobility Model (except for the new terms listed before). The subroutine TIRE is called

with arguments in the following order:

INPUT VALUES:

SATF (NG) BTF (NG), CTF (NG) Constant of quadratic fitted to vehicle tractive

effort curve in gear NG

WGHT (i) Weight on axle i

DIAW (i) Outside wheel diameter of unloaded tires

on axle i

SECTW (i) Section width of tires on axle i

TPSI (i,j) Tire inflation pressure ou axle i, specified

for soil type j = IST

DFLECT (i, j) Deflection of tire on axle i, at pressure

specified for j = IST

SECTH (i) Section height of tire on axle i

VGV (NG, MD) Mid range, minimum and maximum speed,
VGV (NG, MN)i! iiITV GV (NG, MX) reSotspecti tp:vely, in gear NO

IST Soil type:
= 1 for fine grained (cohesive) soil

= 2 for coarse grained (frictional) soil

= 9 for frictional-cohesive soil

V•- .RCIC U) Soil Strength (cone index) for

j 1 1 dry season

j = 2 normal season

"j =3 wet season

t,: 6



THETA (K) Slope angle in radians for upslope

(K = 1), level (K = 2) and downslope (K = 3)

CGR Horizontal distance of the center of

gravity from rear axle

CGH Height of center of gravity (for loaded

vehicle)

TL Axle distance

NGR Number of transmission gear ratios

TRQFAC See new designations (Pg 4)

ISEAS (i) Indicator for dry (i = 1) for normal

(i = 2) and for wet (i = 3) season

COHES See new designations (Pg 4)

PHI See new designations

GAMMA See new designations

"SJ See new designations

SK See new designations

IP (i) = 1 if axle i is powered

= 0 otherwise

NTRAV - 1 for traverse, = 3 for average up,

level and down travel

EFC Elevation correction factor for tractive

effort

ITRSF See new designations (Pg 4)

Note: TPSI (i,J) and DFLECT (1,J) need not be specified for IST = 9 since

for IST = 9 the values of these tire characteristics have been assumed

as the average of the values for IST = 1 and 2.

OUTPUT VALUES:

VG (NG, IV) Speed in gear NG modified by slip

(minimum: IV = 1, mid range: IV 2,

maximum: IV = 3)

STRACT (NG, IV, K) Slip modified tractive effort in gear NG at

minimum (IV = 1), mid range (IV = 1), mid

range (IV = 2), and maximum (IV = 3) speed,

iupslope (K = 1), level (K =2), and down-

slope (K 3)

7



FA (NG, K), FB (NG, K) ConstanZi for quadratic fitted to slip

FC (NG, K) modified tractive effort vs speed curve for

gear NG and slope up (K = 1), level (K = 2),

and down (K = 3)

FORMX (K) Maximum tractive effort available in soil

for slope up (K = 1), level (K = 2), and

down (K = 3)

VFMAX (K) Speed at which maximum tractive effort

is available

In the vehicle performance model the slip modified tractive effort is computed

from the input data in the following way (Fig. 2).

First, the program checks whether Coulomb soil streth parameters are

available. If not, the program computes the Coulomb soil strength parameters from cone

index values using the approximate formulas given in S3ection 4 for cohesive (IST - 1) or

frictional soils (IST = 2). Then, a fourfold "Do Loop" is entered for the computation of

the slip modified tractive effort for the conditions set forth in the AMC 174 Mobility

Model. In this loop the tractive force available from the drive train and the correspond-

ing axle torque is computed first, then the axle loads are determined with respect to the

weight redistribution due to the slope angle and applied torque.

The computation of axle performance is started with the axle that carries the

lesser load. The reason for this sequence of the computations is that in the case of four

wheel drive and interaxle differential the axle torque is limited to whichever of the axle

torques is lower. In the case of a powered axle, axle performance computations are

performed by following the computation scheme for a driven tire developed under an

earlier contract (Ref. 2)j while in the case of a free rolling axle the computation follows

the scheme for towed tires (Ref. 3). The two computation schemes were InLegrated in a

single program for their expedient use in the vehicle performance model. Details of

these computation schemes arc given in Refs. (2) and (3). The computation scheme for

driven tires determines the drawbar pull and torque values for given load and interface

friction angle or slip. In the vehicle performance model the determination of the tractive

performance (or drawbar pull) for a given input torcque is needed in the case of powered

axles. To this end an estimate of the interface friction angle, 6 ,is made and adjusted

in an iterative scheme until the computed axle torque agrees with the Input torque within

the allowed tolerance.

8. , w,
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In the case of four wheel drive the effect of interaxle differential is taken into

account by requiring that the torque on the axle carrying the heavier load be the same as

for the axle carrying the lighter load. The tractive performalice of the axle under the

heavier load is computed -in this condition. If the lnteraxle differential is torque biased

then the ratio of the torques on the two axles is constant.

If there is no interaxle differential, then the two axles turn with the same speed.

This conditsr. .ranslates in the model to the requirement that the slip of the two axles

and the interface friction angle be the same. If the load on the two axles is different, the

torque on the two axles computed on this condition is also different. The difference in the

axle torques computed in the model corresponds to the phenomenon of torque windup.

The final step in the performance computations is the determination of the con-

stants in the quadratic fitting the slip modified tractive effort curve. This information

is transmitted through the subroutine arguments to the main program for further use.

USE OF THE MODEL FOR PREDICTION AND PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

The vehicle performance model described previously incorporates many inter-

active features that have boon generally recognized as having an effect on the performance

of various off-road vehicles, yet have not been considered in other vehicle performance

models, primarily because the general concept of these models was directed toward
simplicity. One of the useful attributes of this vehicle performance model is its capability
to analyze and assess the significance of these interactions under a wide variety of condi-

tions and thereby gain further insight into the interrelationships that govern off-road

vehicle - irformance. In the following discussion, results obtained by the vehicle per-

formeancL nodel for a small number of selected combinations of the input variables arc

presented. These presentations are intended to show the value of the model as an analyti-

cal tool. The conclusions that may be drawn from the presented results are valid for that

particular set of input data and should not be construed as generally valid. A systematic

large scale analysis, covering a wide range of input conditions, is needed to draw general

conclusions. Such an analysis is outside the scope of this work.

As mentioned earlier, the computer program for the vehicle performance model

has been prepared so as to comply with the present structure of the AMC '74 Mobility

Model. In this model the tractive force available in various gears at full throttle and the
associated slip are determined and a tractive effort vs speed curve is obtained. In the

following presentation the same relations obtained by the vehicle performance model are
shown for various conditions, W,.ether with the theoretical tractive force that the engine

10



is capable of developing. All presentations refer to the M-151, 1/4 ton Army utility truck

(commonly known as the "Jeep") that has the following vehicle characteristics.

Weight on front axle 1740 lbs

Weight on rear axle 1460 lbs

Wheel base 85 in.

Height of center of gravity (C. G.) 13 in.

Distance of C. G. from rear axle 46 in.

Tire diameter 30.8 in.

Tire width 7.15 in.

Tire section height 7.40 in.

Inflation pressure 15 psi

Deflection, front tires 1.31 in.

Deflection, roar tires 1. 14 in.

Figure 3 shows the predicted four wheel performance of the M-151 1/4 ton truck

in sand (average CI = 36), upslope (grade - 40%), level, and downslope (grade = -40%).

The tractive force shown in the Figure does not include the tangential component of the

vehicle weight, therefore, the net tractive force would be less when going upslope and more
when going downslope. It is interesting to note that the tractive performance is, for all
practical purposes, the same up, level, and downslope even though the weight distribution

between the axles is different in each case. This apprears to Justify present methods of

tractive force computations on slopes that disregard the effect of interaction due to the re-

distribution of axle weights on slopes. However, further systematic analysis is necessary

to generalize this co.nclusion. An average cone index of 36 corresponds to a fairly com-

pact sand where the wheel loads of the M-151 are not critical. It is possible, that under

marginal trafficability conditions the axle weight redistribution could make the difference

between "go" and "no go" conditions.

Another interesting feature of 11g. 3 is the decline of the tractive force with in-

creasing torque in the first and second gears. This decline is consistent with the results

of experiments and off-road driving experience. The application of excessive torque tends

to spin out the tire, increase its sinkage, and reduce the tractive force that the tire can

develop. In the present method of tractive effort calculation In the AMC '74 Mobility

Model, this declination of the tractive force is suppressed to allow the application of the

"full throttle concept" to the determination of the maximum speed that the vehicle can

develop under the given conditions. Should the realistic tractive force variation with

speed predicted by the vehicle performance model cause any problem with the subsequent

11
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Fig. 3. Predicted Four Wheel Drive Tractive Performance of the M-151
% ton Army Truck In Sand.
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calculations in the AMC 174 Mobility Model, it may be necessary to assume that the

tractive ftece is constant in that speed range where decline occurs.

The difference between the tractive force that the engine is capable of developing

and the one actually developed by the vehicle is the motion resistance. It is seen that in

contrast to the constant motion resistance concept adopted in the AMC 174 Mobility Model,

the motion resistance strongly varies over the whole range of speed. However, Fig. 3

should not be interpreted as if the motion resistance generally decreased with speed; the

motion resistance decreases because the applied torque decreases with speed in the "full

throttle" concept. The low motion resistance at high speed is associated with the low

applied torque in that speed range. The same torque applied at less than full throttle in

lower gears would result in the same low motion resistance.

The interaction between applied torque and motion resistance is one of the most

important processes that affect mobility. The vehicle performance model presented in

this report simulates this interaction well, while the constant motion resistance concept ig-

nores this important interaction completely. For a given vehicle the dependence of motion

resistance on the applied torque could be systematically investigated by means of the vehicle

performance model and approximate relationships between motion resistance and applied

torque could be established. It is recommended that such an investigation be initiated and

the results incorpot ated in the present structure of the AMC Mobility Model. A major

weukness in the AMC Mobility Model thus would be eliminated and the structure and effi-

ciency of the model preserved.

' ,Figure 4 shows the tractive performance of the M-151 j ton truck in sand with only

the rear axle engaged. A comparison of this Vigure with the previouu one clearly shows

the enormous advantage of the four wheel drive in sand.

Figure 5 shows the upolope (grade 40%t), level, and downslope (grade - -40%)

tractive performance of the M-101 I ton truck in clay (CI - 30), while in Vig. 6 the level

ground tractive performance of the four wheel and rear wheel drive in clay is compared.

In Fig. V the upalope (grade - 40%) performance of the NI-151 I ton truck is com-
pared with a similar vehicle equipped with Interaxie differential. In sand, the Interaxle

differential would help traction development in the speed range whcre the tractivw force

declines with the decrease of speed (refer to 1ig. 3). Analyses lerformed for other con-

ditions indicate that the tractive performance with no intoraxle differentiad is generally

equal to or better than that with in interaxhe differential. The magnitude of the torque

windup thai occurs, if there is no interaxle difforen~til, (.O, 0l8Io bhu estinutted by tho

13
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vehicle performance model. Figure 8 shows the torque windup (in terms of axle torque)

in sand up, level, and down slope. Another analysis indicated that in clay and level

ground the sign of the torque differential changes as the gear is changed from 2nd to 3rd.

Thus, in off-road travel where local slopes and gears are continuously changing there is

no buildup of the differential torque, a fact that has been known from experience but for

which no analytical explanation has ever been offered.

Figure 9 shows the effect of soil strength on tractive performance in sand. The

Figure is a confirmation of the widely acknowledged notion that soil strength is the most

important factor in off-road mobility. Finally, Fig. 10 shows an example of up

(grade = 40%), level, and downslope (grade = -40%) tractive performance prediction by

the vehicle performance model in cohesive-frictional soils (0= 25°, c = 100 lbs/sq ft).

The tractive performance on level ground shown in the Figure is sometimes lower than

up or downslope. The explanation of this seemingly paradoxical prediction is that the

actual normal axle load on a slope is less than the axle load on level ground, therefore,

the sinkage is less and the drawbar pull higher (the tangential component of weight is not

included in the tractive force shown). It is of interest to note that the combination of a

small cohesion and a relatively low friction angle is more advantageous for the develop-

merit of tractive effort than either a purely frictional (see Fig. 9) or purely cohesive soil

with high strength.

These examples are but a few samples of tractive performance predictions for

selected combinotions of input variables. Other conditions, such as partial throttle per-

formance, inflation pressure and tire size variations, etc. could be readily analyzed by

the vehicle performance model. It is recommended that the 4 x 4 model be extended to

multiaxle configurations and used, in addition to mission analyses, fcr general parametric

analyses of the tractive performance of off-road vehicles.

18
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3. TIRE-SOIL INTERACTION MODEL FOR BRAKED CONDITIONS

CONCEPT

Braking exerts a negative axle torque that has to be balanced by soil reaction

forces. The drag (negative drawbar pull) that results from the tire-soil interaction under
the action of the negative torque is the total braking force that the tire can develop. The
negative torque is balanced primarily by shear stresses at the tire-soil interface. Con-

ceptually, tire-soil interaction under braked conditions is identical with that under driven
conditions but for the sign of the interface shear stresses. The opposite direction of the
shear stresses, nevertheless, results in certain conditions that have not been considered
in the driven tire-soil interaction model. These are as follows.

a) In the driven tire-soil Interaction model a "No Go" condition is indicated
whenever the soil reactions were insufficient to carry the load, even if the entry and rear
angles reached their maximum value. In the broked tire-soil inturaction model this con-
dition is identified with the development of the maxinium braking effort that the braking

system of the vehicle is capable of developing.

b) In the driven tire-soil interaction model provisions arc made to account for
situations when, under certain soil conditions, only one, rearward directed slip line field
develops. This situation cannot occur under braked conditions but an analogous one

develops when there is only one forward directed slip line field. However, the maximum

value of the central angle that defines the position of the singular point is much larger for
the forward directed single slip line field (it equals the maximwn entry angle), than for

the rearward directed one. The problems caused by this difference are discussed later.

c) In the driven tire-soil interaction model the coaiditions, when the soil is not

stressed to the limiting plastic state, are identified as "IIARD SURFACE CONDITIONS."

These conditions, of course, are not critical for tractive performance but may be critical
for braking performance. In the AMC '74 Mobility Model a braking coefficient (XR311COF)
obtained on pavement is assigned to this condition. This braking coefficient may not

always materialize on hard soil. In the braked tire-soil interaction model a braking co-
efficient for hard suriace conditions is defined as the ratio of normal stress (assumed to

be equal to the limit pressure) to the shear strength of soil under that normal stress.

22



DESCRIPTION OF BRAKED TIRE-SOIL INTERACTION MODEL

The computer program for the braked tire-soil Interaction model is written as

subroutine "BRAKE" to be called from the AMC 174 Mobility Model as an alternate to the

total braking force submodel by the following arguments.

INPUT VALUES:

GCW Gross combination weight

GCWB = Gross combined weight on braked axles

GCWNB = Gross combined weight on non-braked axles

WGIfl= See INPUT designations (for Vehicle

Performance Model, Pg 6)

DIAW

SE CTW

TPSI "

DFLCT

SECTH "

IST

RCIC

GRADE

CGR

CGH

TL

ISEAS

COHES

Pill '

- GAMMA
1A•: IP"

NTRAV

XBRCOF Mawdmum combination braking coefficient

XIR Maximum braking effort vehicle can develop

. 23""9.



OUTPUT VALUES:

TBF(J) = Total soil/slope/vehicle derived braking

force up (j 1), level ( 2) and down 0 3)

slope

BFGONOC 1 if vehicle braking is inadequate for down

slope operation

0 otherwise

The computation scheme for the determination of braking force is similar to that

described in Ref. 2 for the tire-soil interaction model for driven tires. Therefore,
details of the computations that are identical with those described in Ref. 2 are omitted

here and only the fundamental organization of the computations is discussed in the follow-

ing description of the interaction model for braked tires.

The flow diagram showing the major steps in the computations is shown in

Fig. 11. First, the Coulomb strength parameters arc computed from the cone index

values, If they are not given as input values. This computation is essentially the same

ats in the vehicle performance model. A "Do Loop" is entered for the computation of

the braking force up, level, and down slope (if required) and for each axle. The weight

on each axle is computed taking into account the redistribution of weight due to the slope

and applied braking torque. On the basis of the maximum braking torque that the brakes

can supply an estimate is made of the interface friction angle - 6. The slip line field

computation roatine (essentially the same as in the driven tire model) is entered and

iteration is performed on the entry angle, a until the normal stress at ad (Fig. 12)

matches the limit pressure, pl. Then the roar field is computed and angle aid, at

which the normal stress matches the limit pressure, is determined. If the normal

stress q at a r for an infinitesimal slip line field is higher than the limit pressure,

then there is only one forward slip line field and the computations are repeated for a

slip line field extending from a 0 to a r. The interface stresses obtained from the slip

line field computations are integrated and the load, drawbar pull, and torque determined.

Iterations on a r and a d are performed until the computed load agrees with the input

load within the allowed tolerances. If the load computed for the maximum values of a

and a r is less than the input load, a "no go" situation exists and the available braking

force is cquated with the maximum that the vehicle can develop. Otherwise the avallable

braking force equals the tangential force component obtained from the integration of

interface stresses.
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ACCPTINPUT VALUES

fiF- NOT AVAILABLE AS INPUT, COMPUTE
COULOMB STRENGTH PARAMETERS FROM CONE

I. INDEX VALUES

ENTEH DO LOOP FOR COMPUTATION OF
TOTAL BRAKING FORCE AVAILABLE ON SLOPE

DO IGRAD -1,3 (1- UP, 2 -LEVE-L, 3 -DOWNSLOPE)
DO lAX - 1,2 (AXLE NUMBER 1 - FRONT 2 - HEAR)J

COMPUTE MAX. TORQUE BRAKING SYSTEM CAN DEVELO7P

OMPUTE AXLL LOAD

ESTIMATE ITEACL ANGLE -~ 1.FHOM TOH0UE

FASMPML a.,AHFIULD

~ON4Nd DO~ LOO A DJUST CL&C

1 ~AKING FIORC

F~. 1 Fo 4ara for the >optto ofTtl P0d ba~ oc

(Fw ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N Deigaiosse Fg ¶

c o m p u H L A V I2 5
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~ii

Fig. 1~2. Central Angles and Interf aw Normal Strauss in Wakited Tire-Soil
Interaction.
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PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Unexpected problems arose with the iteration on a aimed at determining the

entry angle from the requirement that % match the limit pressure. This iteration

scheme was designed in the driven tire-soil interaction model on the assumption that qd

monotonically increases with the entry angle aG. It was found that under curtain braking

and soil conditions this assumption is not valid. A computational routine was added to

the program that recognizes this situation and directs the program to go to the sequences

devised for the condition that for a -W max. the normal stroe qd at a d ts lesu thnl

the limit pressure pl.

Another problem was encountered in situations where conditions called for a

single forward directed slip line field. Although thti situation is analogous to thC Single

roar slip line field condition occurring with drivan tires, tho maximum value of the

rientrul anglo to the singular point in the slip line field is much higher in braked than il

driven conditions. Au a consequence, the forward directed uinglo slip liB field extends

over a longor arc length and, if it is shallow, the "J" lines intersect the interface at a

very acute angle. Under thoes conditions the determination ol' the locations of the nodal

polnts at the interface becomes inaccurate and certain iterationu become divergent.

Throe niethods were considered to remedy this situation:

a) Use of a finer grid that would make the computations more accurate

b) Local refinement of the computations

u) Local reduction of the interface friction angle forC the purposes of
colomlutation

,or practical roasons method u) wia adopted. It was found that; a inliwor reduction

of the local interfauce friction angle augments the angle of the intersection oi' the hiturfauu

an~d slip lines sufficiently to eliminate thisi conmputational problem. Method a), although

siniple, would have required a significantly increased core 8spce for the computations

"which was not readily available on the IPi'-3000 LonIJiuter. Method a), however, may be

, considered when the lprogram is used with the CDC 1000 computer availablo fur the

Mobility Model. Method b) would have required elaborate progranmnning not justified by

the stinitficance of the problem.
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4. USE 01"COULOMIN3 SThENGTII 1)AfAMETERS OF SOIL AND

CONE INDEX VALUES IN MOBIlLITY EVALUATION

I ~~INT1IODUJMhON
in the vehicle puriernitucniud odl the soil is modeled by its Coulomb strength

'I jparamoters that, f'or tho purpose ofnmobility ovaluatiou, are suitable for the character-
ization of practicully every type of soil. The use of these fundamiental paraniutera allows

* ~the &4)plictatioli Of soil 1UO~11(inCJ5o theouries wid, opocieicaeuly, thu plasticity theory to tile

problows of mnobility'.

01% the athier htund, 'for the Bield determination of soil lproIperties, uone penetration

Lusts arc oxtoxisively Used. WDinien1twilou tanilysou indicated that lifthe soil is cither

purely frictiona~l 01. lmuely ouheouivu thxit ouioh index values arc sufficient for the churae.-
terization of wlls Laid simple rulatiowshipw between dimensionlesu tire perfornmatcc
paruniuturu and so-culled "mujnvviou" canx be outablikilid experlmuntall~y. The oxpurimuntal

Iikiforniutloli availablo today on tire po-rforinunee inl these two typesj of uoil, thaut representi
* extremes of tho tjoil spvctruiii, is hwauluablu for -mobility evuluation.

Ono roason behinid con'teriilg (thu uJXpcrimux1MLLl research1 ureutud thetse two extremeo
types of Soil w116 that those are also the Soils wbere "no go" 14ituatiulons ost frequontls
occur. Today, whvii agility as well au general niobility is reqUireod of cunmbut anid 8upj4)urtL
vehliclos, critical situations for agility aru moure likely to Occur ill the geneoral cluss Of

frictionalt-vohusivc soils3 thun hi tilt oxtruillu of tile Iloll "poetrumi. Th'lus, it is ile'rvtis-
Ingly important to chartotori-ze ~oolh b~y thoir iuiidaiiuloixttl Coulomb s.trungth pailanineters

railier LillLb1Iton i.i1lt)x valuoti,

AiiEL~ATI'ONSHIPSL~ 13E1"'WE EN CO NE; I NDVX VAlAIJIMN ANDI. COOLI OMBl ST1IENT1' I

In the AIViC '74 Mvobility Modul the terrain is churacturived by a single cone indexc

T1 value that relprevintw tile averago comic index in the uppor wix hiches of sioil. Obviously,
ai siaglo value caninot be uniquely related to several. hindepndent lparameters and relation-

shilpHs mong themii can only bo doveloped If one of tile Coulomb parwiietor8 is nearly zero,

1w hi tho ease of e3ither purely fIrictional or pjurely cohesive ouils, hin these easei thio

following approximato relutionshipu have been developed- eavrlier (Itef. 2).
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Frictional Soils

A relationship between friction angle and cone hidex gradient has been established

indirectly by using empirical relationships between relative density and friction angle umd

estimating the frictional angle on the basis of relative density.

The relative density of frictional soils may be expressed as (Ref. 2)

Dr = 71.1 Log G + 11.33 ±68 (I)

whore Dr = relative density (%)

G = cone index gradient (psi/in•)

The friction angle (u ) is estimated from the following relationship

cot 0 =1.64-0.(:8 *Dr (2)

Cohesive Soils

Thu following empirical relationship is used to estimate the Coulomb strength

parameters for cohosiv8 soils (Rof. 2).

C (psi) - C/1/z. 5

0 (dogrees) - CI/4

rho friction angle of puruly cohesive soils io theoretically zero. However, real

soils that fall In the catogory of cohesive soil exhibit a small friction a'gle as indicated

by Eq. 3. The use of a small friction angle is also advantageous froom the computational

point of view. A number of computational schemes are not applioaiblh for a 0 - 0 condition

and the additional alguoitluns needed to provide for this contingency would increase the

length of the program apppreciably.

APPLICATION O1F PLASTICITY TIIEORY TO TIHE CONE PENETRATION PROB3LEM

Plasticity theory may be applied to the determination of cone penetration resistMCe

in soils that exhibit relatively small volenn oJango neeossary to develop th eir shear

strength. hI such soils tle conu index (CI - cone penetration resista•,e/bea,,o area) may

be expressed as

Ci (, = ( , 6 , t) (4)

where c - cohcsion
S= friction anglo

If = unit weight of soil

6 /w interface friction angle

depth of base level beneath the surface
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In the field determination of soil properties the unit weight of soil (7Y) is rarely

measured. If estimated values of 7' are used a source of inaccuracy is introduced in the

above relationship. Another source of inaccuracy is the value of interface friction

angle 6 , that depends on the friction developed at the cone face. Very little is known

about the actual values of 6 that are likely to vary with soil conditions and the roughness

of the cone face. The uncertainties in the value of ^I and 6 set a certain limitation to

the accuracy of any relationship that can be developed on a theoretical basis between the

Coulomb strength parameters and cone index values, It is for this reason that no attempt

was made to refine the approximate relationships (Eqs. 1, 2, and 3) established

empirically.

The cone index value also depends on the depth of base level beneath tile surface.

If an average CI is given this depth is assvmned as 3 inches. In an earlier Grumman

research project plasticity theory mothrcds were applied to the problem of cone penetration

(Ref. 4). An interactive computer programi "as developed in this program for the compu-

tation of cone penetration resistance on the assumption that the soil above the base of the

cone acts as a surcharge (by its weight only) as illustrated in Fig. 13. The slip line field

shown in the Figure is the solution of the differential equations of plasticity for the axially

symmetric case obtained by numerical solution methods. This research project revealed

that for certain cone angles and c - 0 values it was not possible to close the slip line field

at the apex, and for some conditions, overlapping of the slip line field occurred (Fig. 14a).

Such overlapping is physically not permissible since two difierent stress states cannot

exist in the soil at the same location and same time.

To resolve these problems further theoretical studies were made for the present

project. These indicated that for the 300 apex angle WES cone axiaL symmetry requires

a different direction of the major principal stress at the apex "han that specified as

boundary condition ior the face of the cone, including the apex, as the directioyi corre-

spending to the assumed interfaco friction angle. Thus, in the immediate vicinity of the

apex plastic state and axial symmetry pose conflicting requirements and, therefore, some

other than a plastic state (probably rigid) must exist there. Fortn.mately, for the total cone

resistance this problem has little significance since the area involved is very small. In

the following analyses 1/100 of the base area (within one tenth of the base radius) was

excluded from the slip line field computations to solve the problem. It is believed that

the exclusion of such a small area does not affect the results appreciably.
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a) OVERLAP IF SOIL ABOVE BASE LEVEL OF CONE IS TREATED AS SURCHARGE

b) NO OVERLAP WITH INCREMENTAL PENETRATION METHOD

Fig. 14. Slip Line Fields for Cone Pamntriton Problem.
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The overlapping problem was resolved by treating the depth effect differently than

in the earlier project. instead of assuming that the soil above the base of the cone acts

by its weight only, it is assumed that the stress state in the soil caused by 0- penetration

of the cone is "locked in." The penetration problem is solved in an incremental way:

starting from the surface, the stress state at a depth A z is determined from the slip line

field and in the next step the slip line field is computed for the condition that the base of

the cone is at depth A z and the boundary conditions at that level outside the base area

(previously assumed as surcharge corresponding to A z denth) are determined from the

"locked in" stress state. The stress state at this depth has been determined in the pre-

vious slip line field computation. When the boundary conditions correspond to this "locked

in" stress state, there is no overlapping (Fig. 14b). Variation of cone penetration resist-

ance with depth computed by this method is shown in Fig. 15 for three values of the co-

hesion.

This method is suitable for determination of the variation of cone penetration

resistance with depth, if the Coulomb strength parameters, the unit weight (7), and the

interface friction angle ( ) are known. It is interesting to note that even for a • = 200

material, the cone penetration resistance remains constant beneath a certain depth. This

t •explains the often observed phenomenon that cone index signatures in frictional-cohesive

soils often resemble those obtained in purely cohesive soils.

This method may be used to establish Coulomb strength parameters from cone index

profiles by trial and error. Further theoretical and experimental research (including

* interface friction angle measurements) is needed to develop a procedure that uniquely

converts cone index profiles to Coulomb strength parameters. It is strongly recommended

that further field cone penetration tests be conducted in such a way that the complete depth

profile of cone resistance bo available for possible conversion to Coulomb strength

parameters.

EFFECT OF THE PASSAGE OF LEAD WHEEL ON THE PROPERTIES OF SOIL
it ENCOUNTERED BY TRAILING WHEEL

Frictional Soils

The passage of a tire generally increases the relative density. This increase in

relative density depends on the limit pressure. The estimated relative density after

passage of the lead whe.3l is

D'r =, (1..Dr)/50 (5)
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Fig. 15. Cons Penetration Profiles Determilned by the Incremental
Penetration Method. Friction Angle 0 200, Cohesion

a) 200, b) 500, c) 1000 IIs/sq ft.
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S where D =initial relative density
rSi D'r = relative density after passage of lead wheel

P1 = limit pressure for lead wheel

The maximum value of Dr computed by Eq. (5) is s6t at Dr 1. 1 (Dr =1 is the

maximum relative density obtainable by laboratory procedures. In the field somewhat

higher densities may be obtained),

Cohesive Soils

Soils in this category are close to 100% saturation at which preloading by a lead

tire does not increase the soil strength. Multiple passage of vehicles may even destroy

some of the structural strength of this type of soil.

Cohesive-Frictional (c-O) S)ils

Cohesive-frictional soils encountered at the surface are generally not saturated.

The presence of air voids in these soils allows the soil to compact under the stresses

applied by the lead wheel to the soil. If the degree of saturation is less than, say, about

85% then it may be assumed that the stresses in the soll are '"effective stresses", 1. .,

no part of the applied stresses is carried by pore water or air pressure. Once the soil

A iacquired some strength in its effective stress history, a major portion of this strength

remains "locked in" even after the stresses are released. This concept may be used for

the estimation of the Increase in soil strength due to the action of the loading wheel

(Fig. 16). The maximum normal stress that the soil experiences beneath the lead wheel

determines the strength that remains partially locked in the soil. The degree of "locking

in" is expressed by the coefficient Ks that is applied to the friction angle in the stress

range up to the estimated max. normal stress. IC may be determined by triaxial tests

that duplicate the stress path in the soil during passage of the lead wheel.

Another way of obtaining information on the effect of compaction on the Strength

• ,properties of soil would be to make cone penetration tests in the rut of vehicles. In the

fl 'ild there is generally some off-road vehicle that carries tie crew. It would require

little additional work, to make cone penetratlin tests in the rut of the vehicle and record

it together with the information on the vehicle tire characteristics.
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Fig. 10. Estimation of the Effect of Compaction by the Lead Wheul on the

Strength Properties of Soil k~noountereI by the Trailing Wheel.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A vehicle performance model has been developed that incorporates all essential

interactive features of vehicle soil interaction that affect vehicle performance. The model

simulates vehicle performance with sufficient accuracy for both periormance prediction

and parametric analyses of conceptual and existing vehicles. A braked tire-soil inter-

action model has also been developed to complement the vehicle performance model.

It is recommended that the interactive capability of the vehicle performance

model be used to establish applied torque-motion resistance relationships for the various

military vehicles. The use of such relationships in the AMC '74 Mobility Model would en-

hance the performance simulation therein without significant chanes in the present struc-

ture of the model. It is also recommended that the present 4 x 4 vehicle performance mod-

ol be expanded to multiaxle configurations.

In the soil categories presently used in the AMC '74 Mobility Model frictional-

cohesive soils arc not included. It is recommended that a new soil category comprising

these soils be included in the Model and the vehicle performance model be used for the

prediction of tractive performance in this soil category. For the characterization of soils

in this category it is necessary to establish their Coulomb strength parameters. For this

purpose it Is recommended that

a) Complete penetration resistance-depth profiles be obtained in future field

Investigations, both on virgin aoil and after the passage of a specified vehicle

b) Further research, based on the new method of arialysiE of continuous cone

penetration (reported in Section 4), be conducted to develop methods for the direct con-

version of resistance profiles to Coulomb strength parameters.
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